Modeling inter-speaker variation in Texistepec Popoluca overapplication of reduplication
Can constraint ranking algorithms learn different grammars from the same input in the context of language death?
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Inter-speaker variation in Texistepec Popoluca:

Texistepec Popoluca morpho-phonology:

• Texistepec Popoluca is a moribund Zoquean Language spoken in Texistepec,
Veracruz, Mexico, by about 200 surviving speakers, almost all located within a small town center.
• Verbs in this language bear agreement markers from two paradigms (Reilly 2002, 2004)
Agreement Markers
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/j/ = 2nd
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/j/ = 3rdA

• A complex set of morpho-phonological processes dictate how these prefixes are realized on
different types of verb stems. Here they are divide into “nasalization” and “palatalization”.
Nasalization Processes
X. /N-b/ [m]
/N-d/ [n]
Y.

Palatalization Processes
A. /j-Ci/ [Ci]
; /Ci/

/N-p/

[mb]
/N-t/ [nd]
/N-k/ [ng]
/N-{ }V/
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/j-d/
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D. /j-[-COR]/

‘Goes hopping around.’
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‘I slurp.’

1A-slurp-RED-FRQ

‘You’re warming up.’

2A-warm_up-RED-FRQ

-

-

-

‘You’re cutting through.’ 2A-cut-RED-pop

• We attribute the fact that these and only these grammars appear in the survey to a specific » general
strict ranking relation among these constraints such that:
• BR-ID(X) » BR-ID(Y)
• BR-ID(A) » BR-ID(B) » BR-ID(C) » BR-ID(D)

Questions raised by this pattern:

[Cj]

Examples of Overapplication of Palatalization and Nasalization in Reduplication
Morphemic Gloss

Processes
overapplied Ranking that yields that output
I.
Ø
IO-F » {BR-ID(X), BR-ID(Y), BR-ID(A), BR-ID(B), BR-ID(C), BR-ID(D)}
II.
X
BR-ID(X) » IO-F » {BR-ID(Y), BR-ID(A), BR-ID(B), BR-ID(C), BR-ID(D)}
III.
A
BR-ID(A) » IO-F » {BR-ID(X), BR-ID(Y), BR-ID(B), BR-ID(C), BR-ID(D)}
IV.
XA
{BR-ID(X), BR-ID(A)} » IO-F » {BR-ID(Y), BR-ID(B), BR-ID(C), BR-ID(D)}
V.
XYA
{BR-ID(X), BR-ID(Y), BR-ID(A)} » IO-F » {BR-ID(B), BR-ID(C), BR-ID(D)}
VI.
XAB
{BR-ID(X), BR-ID(A), BR-ID(B)} » IO-F » {BR-ID(Y), BR-ID(C), BR-ID(D)}
VII. XYAB
{BR-ID(X), BR-ID(Y), BR-ID(A), BR-ID(B)} » IO-F » {BR-ID(C), BR-ID(D)}
VIII. XYABC {BR-ID(X), BR-ID(Y), BR-ID(A), BR-ID(B), BR-ID(C)} » IO-F » BR-ID(D)
IX.
XYABCD {BR-ID(X), BR-ID(Y), BR-ID(A), BR-ID(B), BR-ID(C), BR-ID(D)} » IO-F

• This predicts the possible existence of five more grammars that are unattested, but which may be
possible: XABCD, XABC, ABCD, ABC, AB

• When verbs are derivationally reduplicated, some or all of the phonological material from the
prefixes may be “over-applied” to the reduplicant.

English Gloss

• There are nine attested strict grammars out of a socio-linguistically controlled survey of 15 speakers.

-

.
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• Can this distribution be attributed to any of the following?
• Language death and contact with Spanish
• Syntactically/morphologically “gratuitous” nature of overapplication
• Late acquisition because of morphological complexity
• Low frequency of occurrence of relevant constructions
•What learning conditions could have lead to this distribution of grammars?
• Are language learners biased against variation?
• What learning algorithms can learn invariant grammars from varied data?
• Constraint Demotion struggles to learn in environments with variation.
• The Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA) is designed to match the
stochastic properties of the environment.
• Can computational learning algorithms tell us anything about language death
and grammatical stability?

• We ran experiments using the Gradual Learning Algorithm (Boersma & Hayes 2001), simulaitng
some of the sparse data conditions that may have been present during the acquisition of
overapplication.
• These experiments show that under normal conditions varied data lead the GLA to learn
grammars with internal variation. However, in a sufficiently sparse environment, with
rapidly decaying plasticity, the GLA can produce the inter-speaker variation without
learning with-in speaker variation.
Within Speaker-Variation Decreases for Palatalization with Sparse Data

Within Speaker-Variation Decreases for Nasalization with Sparse
Data
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Trials 72 - Init. Plasticity 15
Trials 20 - Init. Plasticity 16
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Trials 20 - Init. Plasticity 32
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Current learning algorithms for phonological constraint ranking either learn a strictly-ranked
grammar from consistent input (OT constraint demotion algorithms) or learn a grammar with
variation from input with variation (stochastic OT ranking algorithms). The acquisition of a single
•
Here,
we
describe
the
overapplication
of
each
morpho-phonological
process
as
BR-ID{XYABCD}
strict grammar from input with variation (i.e. loss of variation and standardization) is a complex but
well-understood problem. But absent from research in this area has been the question of if and how
BR-ID(X) » IOF = (overapplication of X)
/N/
multiple identical learners could acquire distinct grammars from the same input. Presumably,
N=
(no
overapplication
of
X)
/
/
IOF
»
BR-ID(X)
this is because such a community of speakers is unattested in the natural linguistic literature. We attest
such a linguistic community, the speakers of Texistepec Popoluca, and discuss the abnormal
grammatical and environmental factors that may have caused this unusual pattern of variation. The
• There is very little variation within or between speakers in the phonetic exponence of the agreement
Gradual Learning Algorithm (Boersma & Hayes, 2001) is designed to model the acquisition of
morphology at the left edge of the verb stems.
individual grammars with variation, but when we simulate the particular austere learning conditions
found in Texistepec, the GLA is also an adequate model for the acquisition of a stochastically
• There is widespread inter-speaker variation in terms of which morpho-phonological processes overdistributed set of strict grammars, like the ones found among these speakers.
apply to the reduplicant. Surprisingly, this variation between speakers exists in the almost complete
absence of variation within any one speaker’s grammar.
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• The initial data distribution was uniform, so the learner was equally likely to “hear” data using
and prohibiting any of the above morpho-phonological processes.
• From these data, different trials of the GLA learned very different grammars but very little
variation within individual grammars. This occurred because the plasticity decayed exponentially
and the data was very sparse, so essential the grammar becomes fixed very early on in the learning
process, which is equivalent to a longer learning process with very few data points.

Grammar stability and language death:
• It appears impossible for this pattern of inter-speaker variation to be passed from one generation
to the next under normal learning conditions. Furthermore, our results show that even when the
conditions remain sparse, the grammar distribution is not stable:.
The overapplication grammar is not stable.
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• Overapplication can be described as ranking Base-Reduplicant Identity » Input-Output Faithfulness
(McCarthy & Prince, 1995)

GLA simulations:
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Describing overapplication using constraints:

Introduction:
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•The surveyed distribution, the “current generation,” had more speakers who overapplied all
process and more speakers who prohibited overapplication than a successive “generation” of GLA
learners in a sparse data environment. There is pressure to learn a grammar in the middle
when most input comes from the extremes.

Remaining Questions:
• What could lead to the initial sub-division of a correspondence constraint, like BR-IDENT, into
constraints of increasing specificity? Did previous generations have this sub-division?
• What biases affect learners’ treatment of inconsistent data? Is there a bias for or against variation?
• What role does analogy play in the acquisition of distinctions unattested in the input?
• What are the evolutionary dynamics driving the diachronic change?
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